A new service is finally available for your travel agency which allows you to customize
your customers’ holidays in 4 simple steps.
We have designed it for those who have always wished to spend a few relaxing days
before and/or after the cruise in the embarkation/disembarkation location in order to
extend the visit and enhance the MSC cruise experience.

TODAY THIS IS POSSIBLE WITH MSC CRUISES

Thanks to MSC Hotels & Flights, you can add hotels, flights and transfers to your
customers’ cruise with multiple advantages:






More than 11,000 hotels available with the best facilities
Immediate flight choice from any airport
Individual transfers available
Your commission on each item
MSC Cruises whole holiday’s package protection

THE SIMPLEST WAY TO MAKE YOUR TRAVEL PROPOSAL UNIQUE.

Today’s Destinations

Important info!
When you add flight items to the booking and confirm them, the booking
requires immediate issuing of the ticket and rates are 100% nonrefundable therefore before confirmation please verify that your
customers’ names are entered as shown on the identity document
necessary for the cruise.
Be reminded that there will be a full cancellation cost regardless of the
time or the reason for the cancellation. You will be liable for the
cancellation costs to us, and the customer to you.

How to use MSC Hotels & Flight
Enter the MANAGE BOOKING section by clicking on the tab SEARCH BOOKING

Once you’re in, select the booking you want to enrich (works with an OPTIONED booking):

Scroll down to the ADDITIONAL ITEMS section and click on ADD HOTELS & FLIGHTS button to access MSC
Hotels & Flight

Once you’re in the system, you can exit anytime without confirming any item by clicking the EXIT button

GENERIC FAQ
Q: What is MSC Hotels & Flight and what are its functionalities?
A: This engine is a dynamic pricing and packaging tool with the capability to bundle hotels, flights and
transfers, based on a Cruise-Only booking, tailoring the customers stay before or after the cruise in
top rated destinations and surroundings worldwide.
Q: On which kind of booking can I add hotels, flights and transfers?
A: Cruise-Only bookings (Option or Confirm Status is allowed) with no flights or hotel added. Other
pre-paid items are not a constraint for dynamic packaging (e.g. beverage, excursion, internet, etc.).
Q: What items can I book?
A: You can add hotel and/or flights with transfer, no separate transfer can be added.
Q: Can I add Hotels and Flights in different moments or do I need to add them all at the same time?
A: You have to add all the items at the same time, therefore it’s important to buy your preferred
items at the same time. At the moment it won’t be possible to have a second chance to access the
service after the first purchase.
Q: When is the best time to access MSC Hotels & Flight?
A: In order to have the real availability of hotels and flights, a suggestion is to access to the system
starting from 11 months to the date of the departure.
Q: What are the changes that this tool will perform on my booking and invoice?
A: All the purchased items will be added in MSC Book and will be included in booking confirmations,
invoices and e-tickets.
Q: Where do I find my tickets?
A: You will receive all the vouchers together with the cruise ticket.

Q: How can I cancel/modify the items that I booked?
A: For cancellation or changes you have to email MSC Contact Center at booking@msccruises.se.

The first item you can add is the Hotel
The system will ask you how many nights your customer needs before and/or after the cruise (it’s possible
to add up to 9 days each way).
You can select the number of rooms the customer needs but it’s mandatory that the number of total
passengers remains the same as the total passengers of the cruise (i.e.: it’s possible to split 4 passengers in
2 double rooms).
Click SEARCH to begin the booking flow.
If you do not need a hotel before or after the cruise, you have to collapse the box by clicking on the
switch YES/NO. If you don’t need any hotels, you can skip the section by clicking on I DON’T NEED
HOTELS button and you’ll jump to the Flights section.

System will begin to look for available hotels…

…and will display the results.

You can filter the results by: Board Basis, Star Rating, Price, Distance from Port, Facilities, Area (where
available).
You can sort the results by: Recommended by MSC (default), Price, Star Rating, Distance from Port.’
Recommended Hotels are a special selection by MSC Cruises, based on the best value for
money ratio. In any moment you can go back to the previous page by clicking “Back” in the
cart.

By clicking on PROCEED TO FLIGHT you will skip the hotel section and no hotel will be
selected.
In case of a confirmed booking, at this step the TOTAL PRICE on your cart will be zero, while in case of
an option booking, the TOTAL PRICE will start from the cruise-only price (because at the end of the
flow, you have to confirm the cruise and all the selected items).

Once you have selected a hotel, the system will check for available rooms….

…and display the results.

When you choose the room type, the system will add it into the cart and bring you to next step.

In any moment, you can check your cart and a price breakdown by clicking on the i near the Total Price.

And in the price breakdown, when clicking on the EYE, you can check your own commission.

FAQ FOR HOTELS
Q: Can I book any hotel in the world?
A: You can book the hotels provided in the system, based on a selection made by MSC Cruises

Q: What does “Recommended” (by MSC) mean?
A: MSC did a further selection among the hotels’ list, according to the best fares/rates (“value for money”),
star ratings (more than 3,5* - 4*) and customers’ ratings. The results are the hotels “Recommended by MSC”

Q: Which hotel rates do I see in this engine and what do they include?
A: Commissionable MSC Exclusive Deals and other special fares. What is included is listed for each
rate in the hotel room selection page (board basis and hotel facilities).

Q: What is the commission level?
A: Standard commissions on this kind of services, 5% on hotels.

Q: Can I change/cancel the hotel after I booked?
A: Hotel reservations can be canceled with no fees up to 6 days before the check-in date. For any
changes or cancellations, you have to email MSC Contact Center on booking@msccruises.se.

The second item you can add is the flight
Select the preferred airport for outbound and inbound flight (it’s possible to insert two different airports).

System will begin the flights search…

…and display the results.

You can filter the results by: Flight Times, Duration, Price, Flight Class (only Economy, at the
moment), Airlines, Total Stops.
You can sort the results by: Convenience (default), Price, Journey Time, Stops.

In every displayed proposal, you’ll find all info for outbound and inbound flight (departure and arrival
timings, journey time and the layover time).

IMPORTANT - All flights’ fares are non-refundable.

In any moment, you can check your cart and price breakdown by clicking the i near the Total Price

And in the price breakdown, by clicking the EYE, you can check your own commission.

FAQ FOR FLIGHTS
Q: Which airlines are displayed in this engine?
A: All non-low cost airlines available in Amadeus.

Q: Which flight rates do I see in this engine and what does this include?
A: Commissionable 100% non-refundable published fares, economy class, which include 1 baggage.

Q: Do I need the passengers correct name when booking?
A: The booking requires immediate issuing of the ticket and rates are 100% non-refundable therefore
before confirmation please verify that your customers’ names are entered as shown on the identity
document necessary for the cruise.

Q: Do I have to worry about checking the ship’s departure and arrival timings in order to book a correct
flight?
A: No, all the bookable flights will follow MSC rules (no more than one stop, arrival and departure time
based on our ships timings, etc.)

Q: If I do not book a hotel, can I modify the dates of departure/return of the flights?
A: No you can’t, the dates of departure/return are linked to the hotels days or your customer’s cruise, so
you cannot select different dates.

Q: What is the commission level?
A: Standard commissions on this kind of services, 10% for flights.

Q: How does it work with FIT flights?
A: By selling FIT Flights you will still be protected and supported by MSC Cruises protection on the whole
holiday’s package.

Q: Can I change or cancel flights after I booked?
A: For cancellation rates are 100% non-refundable. For any change or cancellation, you have to email MSC
Contact Center at booking@msccruises.se.

The third item you can add is the transfer.

You will find multiple choices for each possible leg.

If you expand each section and you will find different solutions. The default selection is NO TRANSFER
REQUIRED.

Once you complete your selections, click on PROCEED TO CONFIRMATION.

In any moment, you can check your cart and price breakdown by clicking the i near the Total Price.

And in the price breakdown, by clicking the EYE, you can check your own commission.

FAQ FOR TRANSFERS
Q: What is the commission level?
A: Standard commissions on this kind of services, 5% for transfers.

Q: Can I change/cancel a transfer after I booked?
A: The service can be canceled with no fees up to 48 hours before. For any changes or cancellations,
you have to email MSC Contact Center at booking@msccruises.se.

Q: Will this work as a regular MSC transfer?
A: No, this will be booked as a private transfer and the driver will hold a sign with the customer’s
name on it at the arrival.

Confirmation Page
In the confirmation page, you can scroll down in order to see all the selected items.

In the grey area, you will find the passengers details and the confirmed/optioned cruise.

Then you will see all the selected items in the following order:
 Your Pre and/or Post Cruise Hotel
 Your Flights
 Your Transfers

By clicking on the EYE, you can check your own commission on the specific item.
By clicking on the EDIT buttons for hotels, flights and transfers, you will go back in the flow and you
will have to repeat the steps from the chosen section.

You can click on PRINT and print a recap of the added items.
By clicking on COMPLETE BOOKING, the system will book all the items and import everything into
the Manage Booking area.
Then you will be directed back to your Manage Booking area in MSC Book.
IMPORTANT - In case of an option Booking, you will see the cost of the cruise in the TOTAL
BOOKING VALUE and by clicking on COMPELTE BOOKING, the system will confirm the cabin too,
together with all the selected items.

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact our Sales Representatives:
Sweden
Paula Gullberg
Telefon: +4670-491 88 23
paula.gullberg@msccruises.se

Norway
Hanne Støber
Telefon: +47 906 08 450
siv.litsheim@msccruises.no

Denmark
Torben Simonsen
Telefon: +45 248 55 037
torben.simonsen@msccruises.dk

You can also call or email our Contact Center if you have any questions at:
Telefon: 08-50 337 760
booking@msccruises.se

